Clave and Beyond:
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erms like Salsa and World Music were
coined for marketing purposes. In some
ways this was helpful for the consumer,
but in other ways it has been very confusing for musicians wanting to study the styles.
I grew up listening to music from Spain, Cuba,
Mexico, Argentina, and Brazil, and
later, I got into Middle Eastern and
South Indian music via a wonderful
teacher named John Grant who was
an important influence in my musical
formation. My father, besides being
a highly accomplished classical and
flamenco guitarist, has always had an
interest in music from other cultures.
So, basically, besides learning the
music “by ear,” I learned to listen. All
those nights playing maracas with my
father on endless boleros and hanging out with great flamenco artists
are some of my fondest childhood
memories.

phrases cannot necessarily develop them. This
is where knowing some general rules can be of
benefit to the musician.
Authentic Phrasing

One important point I should make is that

Articulation

Playing the rhythmic figure isn’t
enough. You have to use the correct
articulation to make it sound right.
This will give more definition and
clarity to your lines, and helps clarify
the style of the phrase. When you
have a series of three or more notes
in succession, you should shape the
contour of your melodic lines. You
will notice the difference when you
sing the lines and are able to reproduce them on a mallet instrument.

Time Feel

Something that good musicians
have in common is solid time feel.
Something that great musicians have
in common is solid time feel plus great
rhythmic facility, regardless of the
music that they play. This particular
facility comes from spending years in
front of their instrument and checking out all types of music, as well as
studying and playing it. Any musician
with rhythmic facility learns highly
syncopated music faster. This translates to the interpretation of all types
of music—in our case, Pan American
music, which includes everything
from danzón from Cuba to choriños
from Brazil to chacarera from Argentina, and so on.
Reacting to rhythm is one thing; creating
and interpreting it takes it to another level.
A musician who can simply repeat rhythmic
percussive notes
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sions, which may lack the depth, intensity, and
rhythmic sophistication of the style. With the
tight schedule that most students and musicians
have, it’s more practical to spend more time
with authentic material, giving you a truer point
of reference.
When learning a language, starting from the rules does not help.
Neither does learning unrelated
words, which is like putting back together a dissected frog without ever
having seen one! To be understood
in a particular language, you want to
speak using phrases common to the
language. Following are some pointers that might help you get started
with a couple of rhythmic concepts
for music from Cuba and Argentina.
I hope this helps you to expand your
vocabulary and repertoire.

Rhythmic definition

you must go to the source: Check out the true
composers and great interpreters of the style,
and not just some modern “watered-down” ver-

First, practice only the rhythm of
your melodic line with the metronome to be sure you are playing it
correctly. After that, play the melody
without the metronome and search
for the “groove” within the melody.
Phrasing notes that fall on the upbeats in a
samba feels different than in a mambo, in which
they feel more laid back. Also, don’t forget to

pay attention to articulation. The bass lines,
which function differently, also affect this: the
tumbao consistently anticipates the harmony
while the samba bass lines generally land on the
beat. Silly as it may sound, something as simple
as steady time may be the answer to making a
line “groove,” so eventually turn off the metronome.
Tip: Record a metronome beat with one
measure on and one measure off. Then try two
measures with the beat on and two measure
with the beat off, and so on. This will keep you
honest with the tempos.
After this process comes the best part, which
is playing only with the bass line and some kind
of rhythmic pattern, such as the clave. As you
feel more comfortable with the bass line, you
can take some liberties and will be able to create tension-release effect. This is something that
singers in Cuba and Puerto Rico have done for
ages. This is very challenging and it can make
your lines sing on marimba or vibes.
Tempo and Grooves

Steady time is obviously important, so we
need to study grooves in different tempos. I’ve
noticed that some drummers who sound great
playing swing, tend to speed up or slow down
to a “comfort-zone” as soon as they play AfroCuban music—or vice-versa, My theory is
that it takes some time to get used to, or adjust
to, a tumbao which, by anticipating the chord
changes, gives the sense that the time is one
beat earlier.
The great tango singer Roberto Goyeneche
sometimes resolved a phrase out of time, which
gives more emphasis to the lyrics, and yet,
it feels so natural. A good example of this is
Vuelvo al Sur with Astor Piazzolla; even if you
do not know Spanish, you might appreciate the
depth of the emotional expression.
Afro-Cuban Music

Latin jazz is in constant change and development, and musicians naturally are always trying
different things, which keeps it from going
stale.
Pulse

The clave should not be a mystery, nor should
it be overlooked, since this is the basis for this
music. There are two claves used in Afro-Cuban
music: rumba, which you tend to hear mostly
on religious music from the Yoruba religion and
in folkloric or secular Cuban music (listen to
Muñequitos de Matanzas). The other clave is the
son clave, also known as mambo clave, which you
commonly hear in Salsa with such groups as El
Gran Combo from Puerto Rico. There are several dance styles that work great on marimba,
such as güajira and danzón, so take time to
check this out.
Clave
Playing in clave does not mean playing the
percussive notes
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actual clave rhythm. For melodic instruments,
playing in clave means playing phrases and
accompaniments derived from the two-bar
rhythm, such as montunos.
In Latin jazz, when improvising, or when
writing a composition, you do not have to be
so strict and play or write every phrase in clave,
but you should try to end your phrases with it,
since it resolves more naturally, and the rhythm
section will resolve with you as well. However,
once the tune gets to the mambo section, you’d
better play in clave! Otherwise, your lines will
sound weak, since this is the point where the
rhythm section starts to burn!
Try to expand your phrases to at least four
measures in order to avoid sounding “choppy.”
Being that the clave pattern is a two-bar phrase,
it’s very easy to fall into a “fragmented” type of
phrasing. The direction of the clave is dictated
by the melody: generally speaking, you will find
more anticipations on the “3” side of the clave
and downbeats on the “2” side. This applies to
accompaniment patterns as well.
Practice Approach

Example 1 shows a melodic line from one
of the examples from my DVD. This example
Example 1

Example 2
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is built on a typical I-IV-V7-IV chord progression. Try this with another friend on marimba
and vibes, or a bass player.
1. Clap the clave while singing the cáscara
pattern.
2. Now clap the clave and sing the tumbao, or
bass line pattern. The goal is to get to the point
of feeling comfortable with the pulse derived
from the clave, and that takes time. Patience is
a virtue; taking your time is an issue!
3. Sing the rhythm of the melody while clapping the clave.
4. Play the melody on vibes or marimba
while your friend plays the bass line. Improvise
varying the lines slowly. For variation, change
the pitches or vary the rhythm, keeping in mind
the “general rules” mentioned above.
Correct articulation will give you more clarity and definition, especially when you play
with other percussion instruments. A rhythm
that sounds great with the right articulation
can sound really “cheesy” if accents are placed
incorrectly. When you start improvising, fight
the urge to play “scalar,” which, besides lacking
interest, fools you into thinking that that’s all
there is to it. Better yet, move the chord tones
or the guide tones (3rd and 7th of the chord).

Obviously, this becomes more complex when
you get into jazz changes, as in Example 2.
Another point is, when playing a genuine
Cuban melodic line, the clave is suggested
within the rhythm of the melody.
Argentinean chacarera

Latin jazz continues to evolve, and the nature
is to experiment and try new or different things
to break the monotony of something already
done.
In terms of 6/8 time, musicians automatically
think bembé. When inexperienced players compose or im provise on this groove, they tend
to begin and end their phrases consistently on
downbeats. This lacks interest, flow and afinque
(groove). It’s better to play off the beat, as in
Example 3.
Example 4 is an example of this rhythm in
the B section of my tune “Sin Saber Porqué”
(Latin Real Book, Sher Music; This is Why CD).
In addition to this dance form, there are
many beautiful rhythms in 6/8 from all over
South America, each with its own distinctive phrasing, such as the marinera from Peru,
joropo from Venezuela, and the seductive chacarera from Argentina. The beauty of all these

Example 3
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Example 4

rhythms is that each one has its own unique
bass lines and beautifully syncopated melodies,
which make the marimba and vibraphone ideal
instruments for this music. I suggest you check
out compositions by Argentinean composer
Guillo Espel as recorded by marimbist Angel
Frette.
Example 5 is a melodic sample based on
chacarera from my tune “Chacalonga.” This was
recorded with the Buenos Aires Philharmonic
and is soon to be released. Also a small group
version is on my Black Bean Blues CD. You will
find examples on my Web page: www.victormendoza.com.
Notice that the pulse of the bass lines move
between 6/8 and 3/4, and the phrases combine
2 over 3 and 4 over 3.
I hope you find this information useful and it
helps make your music-making process a sweet
one!
Victor Mendoza is a Professor at the Berklee
College of Music. His latest project includes a
soon-to be-released recording with the Buenos
Aires Philharmonic.
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Example 5
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